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Marijuana 101



Flowers
- Can be smoked in a joint,pipe, bong or 

        vaporized.

Joint: marijuana cigarette

Bong: water pipe designed to cool smoke 

Vaporizer: THC is activated without combustion; 

                 No smoke, just water vapor and THC
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Flowers
REMEMBER: 

-Indica = “In Da Couch”

 -Hybrids combine the effects of

indica and sativa in one plant.
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Flowers (smoking or vaporizing)
-Onset: anywhere between 5-15 minutes.

-Duration: anywhere between 30 minutes - 2 hours

-Pro: easiest method

-Cons: coughing, dry mouth, throat burn  

Administration: take one or two puffs and wait a few minutes; repeat if needed.
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Flowers
                                             CBD: What is it?

-One of at least 85 active cannabinoids

 identified in cannabis.

-NOT psychoactive; uses include: Anticonvulsant,Anti-inflammatory, Anti-cancer,

Antiemetic (reduces nausea)

-Can be flower, edible, lotion, spray, oil, or soak.
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Edibles
-Can be food or drinks- not just 

sweets ! 

- Cannabutter is also an option-

       use it just like regular butter!

(Just make sure to watch out for potency!) 

-Non-sweet options include:BBQ  “chex” mix, lemonade, 
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Edibles
-Onset: anywhere between 30-120 minutes.

-Duration: anywhere between 2 hours - 6 hours

-Pro: no smell, long lasting effects, tasty, discreet

-Cons: onset takes a while, high calories, dosage is trial and error at first

Administration: eat 10mg to start, wait 45-60  minutes; repeat as needed
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Concentrates
-General term for concentrated marijuana.

-Kief: trichomes (THC sacs) sifted from 

flower that can be added to bowls or joints.

-Hash: pressed kief;10-50% THC

-Wax/Shatter/Crumble: THC extracted using solvents/CO2 to further enhance 
potency; ranges from 50-90% THC
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Concentrates
-Onset: anywhere between 5-15 minutes.

-Duration: anywhere between 1 hour - 3 hours

-Pro: no smell, long lasting effects, tasty, discreet

-Cons: high(er) cost to start, not as “big of a hit”, 

Administration: (vaporizer or on a bowl) take 1 or 2 puffs , wait 15 minutes
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